Message to the Mayor
2020 Report - Part 2
Sweep Costs
From Allies to Abolitionists is a Denver grassroots movement demanding the
abolition of systemic injustice across our city and state.
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Challenges to calculating “clean ups” cost
The city refers to the traumatic displacements or sweeps as “clean ups”. Many
independent advocacy groups and journalists have inquired into the costs of Denver’s
“clean ups”, but there remains no clear answer. Accurate costs are hard to calculate
due to the logistics involved across various departments and the involvement of
multiple personnel, contractors and equipment. This project’s research team
requested scores of documents through the Colorado Open Records Act (CORA) to
analyze invoice and email content, reviewed dozens of news sources, followed local
political discussions, visited encampments, spoke to encampment residents and
people who were on site for “clean ups” and reviewed multiple videos and
photographs. We conducted an in-depth analysis of seven displacements, ranging in
size, season, cost and location.
A CLOSER LOOK AT SEVEN “CLEAN UPS”
The city conducted over 30 “clean ups'' in 2020; we analyzed seven of these in detail.
The minimum-direct, estimated cost for these seven displacements totaled $148,052.
The estimated cost per sweep ranged from $2,654 to $39,667. These displacement
actions took between 5 and 18 hours with a median of 8.5 hours, not including planning
time. The number of residents forcibly evicted ranged from 50 to 300 individuals per
sweep. Environmental Hazmat Services Inc. (EHSI) was contracted to provide labor,
trucks and supplies for each sweep at a range of $1,861 to $8,823. Costs of additional
city personnel and services were estimated and ranged from $793 to $20,201. Fencing
became widely used starting in October 2020, and for these seven sweeps the fencing
invoices received totaled $40,148. Law enforcement was the biggest expenditure for
each sweep (with the exception of one outlying fencing invoice related to September
22nd for $34,883), with 3 to 60 on-duty law enforcement officers present at each event
(figure 1). Overall, the City of Denver spent $38 to $794 dollars per displaced person
during each “clean up” with a median cost of $129.

Figure 1. Graph representing the total estimated cost (pink bars, left axis) of forced displacement
and the number of law enforcement officers present at displacements (blue line, right axis) by
displacement. (Note: We are still waiting for an invoice from DDPHE for the Lincoln Park sweep on
July 29th, 2020.)

CORA INVOICES FOR ALL OF 2020
The invoices we received from CORA requests for fencing at encampments were fairly
straight forward, totaling $70,785 in 2020. The provided invoices related to “clean ups”
from EHSI, totaling $413,509, are harder to decipher. A January 2021 Denver Post
article quotes city spokesperson Heather Burke, who says, “The company offers
several other services to the city and it’s unknown what portion of those invoices were
for those services.” (Swanson, 2020.) The challenge lies in distinguishing which
charges are for encampment “clean ups” and which are for other areas. Most of the
invoices have the same description – “clean up efforts at various locations” – and most
dates include one or more security guards. It is unclear what other city “clean up”
efforts require the need for security. See Appendix 1 for more information on EHSI
billing practices, liability concerns and the hiring off-duty Denver Police Officers to bill
back to the city. It is important to note that there may be additional invoices we did not
receive.
ARKINS SWEEP BREAKDOWN
One of the “clean ups” included in this analysis occurred at 29th and Arkins on
November 30th and December 1st, 2020. The estimated total costs of this single action
is $33,001 (breakdown shown in Figure 2).

Figure 2. Chart representing the total (soft and hard) estimated cost of the forced displacement at
29th and Arkins on November 30, 2020 and December 1, 2020.

METHODOLOGY & SCOPE
We conducted an analysis of seven “clean ups”. Hard costs reflect invoices received
for fencing and for contracted services from EHSI. We are still waiting for invoices and
there could be additional invoices not received through our CORA requests that may
relate to displacement costs.
Soft costs were more challenging to determine. They include anything we did not have
an invoice for and reflect the cost of employee time where we could identify the person
by name or department. Given the amount of variables and unknowns we are only
able to provide a limited estimate of these costs.
Hard and soft costs were combined to provide minimum-direct cost estimates for these
specific displacement actions. Our cost estimates are conservative in terms of
headcount, wage assignment and time duration. We reviewed a patchwork of dynamic
videos, photographs and CORA documents to count individuals and to identify
personnel and city departments. For all estimates, we chose to use low-average
estimated values. Thus, this analysis underreports the true number of people physically
present and/or otherwise involved. For wages, we utilized lower pay ranges when
exact salaries could not be found. We did not account for overtime, shift differential or
hazard pay, which would only increase costs. There is a multiplier of 1.35 applied to all
wages to account for payroll taxes, liability insurance and benefits. Best efforts were
used to most accurately estimate personnel hours. We did not account for travel time.

Additionally, planning time was not included in estimates. Email correspondence and
detailed operations plans provide evidence of involvement of numerous city employees
across several departments (figure 3). The most common departments on these
communications include the following: Denver Department of Transportation &
Infrastructure, Denver Department of Public Health & Environment, Denver Police
Department, Denver Parks & Recreation, the Mayor’s Office, the City Attorney’s Office,
Denver Fire Department and Denver Department of Housing Stability. Certain “clean
ups” also include the Denver Public Library, Denver Public Schools and various State
agency personnel, including State Troopers. Many of these emails include upwards of
25 city employees, several of which are highly compensated department heads, as
shown below:

Figure 3. Image of the sender and recipients of an email sent August 3, 2020 between numerous
Denver city employees and department heads regarding the planning of the “clean up” near Morey
Middle School. The email content was withheld from the CORA request response by the city
agency, citing the email as “predecisional, deliverative, and candid in nature.”

There were and continue to be countless hours spent coordinating logistics, creating
plans, making phone calls, developing media responses, sending emails, creating

post-“clean up” reports, etc. We could not begin to account for these costs, but they
represent even more taxpayer money and government time being spent on these
traumatic displacements.
The cost calculations reflect a conservative, minimum dollar amount of what is being
spent, as a great many costs are not accounted for.
A NEED FOR FUTURE COST TRACKING
Acknowledging the difficulties in calculating the costs of “clean ups”, and in efforts for
transparency, we ask that the city please start tracking the costs going forward for all
employees, contractors and equipment involved in such actions. This is a far easier
approach and more accurate than looking backwards at spending. How can we know
if this is an effective use of resources if we don’t know the dollars spent? Is there a
payroll code and/or a budget account line item that can be utilized to start tracking
“clean up” costs? Is there some accounting tracking mechanism currently available
that can flag these costs so they can be filtered, totaled and analyzed? If not, should
there be? There are several phone apps available for low cost that can easily assist in
tracking time, costs and employees (including planning time, on-site time and post
action reporting time and activities). Further, to have accurate cost tracking and
transparency, the city needs to have vendors and contractors specify when they are
billing for encampment projects on invoices.
We appreciate that after a series of meetings with representatives of All in Denver, the
City Auditor agreed to audit city shelters and medical services for people
experiencing homelessness. The city of Denver votes and elects the City Auditor to
serve as a check and balance within city government. Each year, the Office of the
Auditor takes on a series of projects for an annual audit. The audit process takes a
year. We do not have time to wait another year to attempt to have the City Auditor look
into the cost of the “clean ups” and then wait another year for the findings. To make
better informed decisions about policies and procedures regarding the increasing
homeless population, it is imperative to start tracking the costs now. SPENDING THAT
CANNOT BE TRACKED, IS OPEN-ENDED, AND GOES UNCHECKED IS A
CARELESS USE OF TAXPAYER DOLLARS AND CITY RESOURCES.
UNKNOWNS & ABSTRACT COSTS
Additional unknown costs; storage collection and holding facility, Terminix, street
sweepers, costs to unhoused (sleeping bags, tents, identification, medication), heavy
equipment, equipment operators, travel, fuel, city vehicles, preventative landscaping,
dumping fees, medical costs
Additionally, there are both missed financial and qualitative opportunity costs when
these “clean ups” occur. These practices disperse clients from social workers,
negating the efforts of social workers to build trust and pair clients with resources that
can help them get off the streets, if that is their desire.

Chris Richardson is a caseworker with the Mental Health Center of Denver who
often engages with unhoused communities before and during enforcement
actions.
He has seen many people drift away from hope as the cycle of displacement becomes
normalized.
“Sweeps like this further compound the trauma individuals experiencing
homelessness already deal with on a daily basis. The act of gathering
belongings, seeking alternative ‘safer’ areas, loss of personal possessions, and
the tensions during sweeps can be impactful to an individual’s overall wellbeing.
[] Over time, these individuals appear defeated and numb, usually saying, ‘This
is just how we live.’ A sense of hopelessness can manifest with very little belief
that things will get better.”
Richardson told Denverite that it can be hard to follow up with people once they’re
dispersed from a campsite.
“A client that moves often is difficult to find and engage with. ,” he said. “It does
impact the back-end service providers’ ability to continually reconnect with that
individual and engage in long term supportive treatment growth.”
Finding a single unhoused individual once they’ve moved to a new camp can be a
major challenge, but disruptions can also cause “system fatigue” if they begin to feel
that they’re constantly starting over with new caseworkers. Finally, even if a
caseworker can establish a long-term connection with someone on the street, there
aren’t always ideal solutions to funnel people toward.
“People want housing,” Richardson said on a visit to Morey a week before the August 5
sweep. “It’s the one thing I can’t offer.”
Aside from severing connections to services, those impacted by these displacements
often lose their most essential possessions. Ask yourself, how would you begin to
rebuild your life without your ID, social security card, money, phone, medications,
shoes, a toothbrush or a few sets of clean clothes? This also perpetuates a counter
productive cycle of mutual aid workers, groups and compassionate residents who are
continually providing tents, sleeping bags and survival necessities, only to have them
thrown in the trash. We are wasting valuable time, money and resources in a time
when need is growing.
VALUE OF SUFFERING AND HARM
What is the cost of suffering and pain? What is the value of a human life? Our
unhoused neighbors are suffering from hunger, dehydration, malnutrition, fatigue,
anxiety, heat stroke, frostbite, loss of fingers, toes and limbs, hypothermia and in some
cases, ultimately, death. There were 222 deaths due to homelessness in 2020, which
is considered an undercount. Human beings are seeking respite from the elements
and are merely trying to survive. We make this harder for them by conducting these
displacements. Further, there are real costs incurred when medical care is provided,
further taxing our already Covid-strained Denver Health system for conditions that are

easily preventable. But the greatest expense remains the cost of pain and suffering
and the loss of human life which is invaluable.
STRONG POLICE/SECURITY PRESENCE & SPENDING
For most “clean ups”, the police and security presence is far more prevalent than any
other department on site. For the sweeps we analyzed, the minimum costs for police
and state patrol range from $479 to $26,698, conservatively. There was a “clean up”
on January 22nd, 2021 near 5th and Broadway with only one unhoused resident, but a
presence of 14 police officers (figure 4).

Figure 4. Photograph taken January 22, 2020 near 5th and Broadway. Fourteen police officers were
observed on the scene. Importantly, only one unhoused resident was being displaced during this
“clean up”.

In addition to the on-duty police officers, there is also a surprising use of off-duty police
officers hired by EHSI to provide security during the “clean ups”. With such a strong
on-duty law enforcement presence, why is there a need for additional security? What
is their role and who or what are they there to protect? Who holds liability for their
actions and possible injuries? These invoices are paid by departments and budgets
outside of the Denver Police Department, making spending on enforcement and
security even larger than reflected. We included the cost billed for off-duty Denver
police officers working as security in our EHSI hard costs. See Appendix 1 for more
information on EHSI hiring off-duty Denver Police Officers, liability concerns and billing
practices.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE: REALLOCATION OF RESOURCES & 2B
We need to know the monetary costs of displacements to make informed decisions.
Could these funds be better allocated to address the concerns of homeowners,
businesses, renters, social workers, advocacy groups, the unhoused and all Deverites?
At this point, we have been conducting these sweeps for over 9 years, and their
frequency, intensity and cost have grown hugely in the past 12 months. Across the city,
on both sides of this issue, no one is happy with the outcome, tensions are rising
between neighbors and harm is being done to our unhoused residents. Homeowners
and businesses might see a temporary change in the days and weeks following a
sweep, but the cycle continues because this is not a viable solution to homelessness.
Providing simple things like routine trash service and access to water and
bathrooms could easily and much more cost effectively and humanely address
many of the concerns around homelessness. In a January 2021 Denver Post
article, Kathleen Van Voorhis, Director of Housing Justice for the Interfaith Alliance of
Colorado, said the sweeps are a “waste of money… It has never, not once, created
change in the homeless population.”
How do we come together to find middle ground? How do we better help people?
Moreover, as funding becomes available to address homelessness in Denver as a
result of Ballot Measure 2B – which could generate up to $40 million per year – we
need to ensure this money is used for real and effective housing solutions, medical
care, mental health and substance misuse treatment, job training and placement
programs, and services that can help reestablish people’s live. We need to ensure
those funds do not go towards things that criminalize and dehumanize homelessness
and further harm the people we are intending to help. We need more transparency in
existing spending and in how these additional funds will be rolled out and implemented.
The definition of insanity is to do the same thing over and over again and expect
different results. Denver (and many other cities) need to take a different, bolder and
more comprehensive approach to address the housing crisis. 2B gives Denver the
opportunity to be a leader on this front.
Homelessness disproportionately affects people of color. We are a city that says equity
is a core value and we reflect these principles in our spending. Denver Mayor Michael
Hancock claims, “My equity platform has always been at the foundation of my
administration. In fact, I have lived it growing up in Denver, working hard to give an
equal voice and place to those who are under-served. This budget reflects the maturity
of those ideals in a comprehensive funding plan that breaks down the silos of city
government and invests in the assets that will ensure a prosperous future for every
Denver resident.” The city’s spending on sweeps do not reflect these values. Our
words reflect who we want to be and our spending proves who we really are. Who do
you want to be?

CONCLUSION
Homelessness is growing every day. It is time to look at our broken systems that have
gotten us to this point and address the practices and policies that are riddled with
systemic racism, inequities and greed. It is clear that these sweeps are not working to
address homelessness. They cause harm and create barriers to connecting people
with the limited resources available. We need to effectively allocate our spending and
resources to solutions that mitigate harm and provide housing. We implore you, Mayor
Hancock, to put an end to these sweeps and ask all Deverites to help our city do
better. We ask each of you, who cared enough to read this thus far, to please come
see a sweep or a “clean up” for yourself so you can experience first hand why we refer
to these events as traumatic displacements.

March 11, 2020 - 22nd and California/Champa/Stout
Duration Estimate: 7am-Noon - Peak Time: 9am

Background
On March 4th, 2020, The Interim Director of Solid Waste Management, Charlotte Pitt, sent an
email to all 13 Denver City Council members and two council aides:
“Good Afternoon,
I am attaching a Notice of a Large-Scale Cleanup for March 11th on 22nd Street
from California to Champa and 2200 Block of Stout.
Please note that this action is initiated by the Department of Transportation and
Infrastructure (Public Works) as a coordinated multi-agency cleanup of a specific area. It
is not enforcement of DRMC 38-86.2 (Unauthorized Camping on Public or Private
Property Prohibited).
Best,
Charlotte”
The following day, March 5th, the state of Colorado confirmed its first two cases of the
COVID-19 respiratory illness.
At 8:19 am, the morning of March 11, 2020, a local advocate began a live video from the
encampment at 21st and Stout. The encampment was quiet, the sidewalks appeared clean, and
the tents were lined up in a very orderly fashion. There were approximately 50 tents and an
estimated 70 people who had been calling this area home, using these tents for their survival.
The police had used tape to cordon off the area designated for a “scheduled sweep”.
That morning off-duty police officer, Josh Linn, contracted by Environmental Hazard Services
Inc. (EHS), was paid to provide security from 6:00 am - 8:30 am at $50 per hour. Despite being
scheduled for 2.5 hours, he was guaranteed pay for a minimum of 4 hours of work, or $200 for
2.5 hours. In 2020, Colorado’s minimum wage was $12.85/hour.
At 8:42 am, another advocate recorded a video in which they capture and describe an EHS
worker contracted by the city being inside a person’s tent. The tent’s owner is not present and
the contracted employee is pulling things out of the tent.
At 10:38 am, another video shows a garbage truck and an EHS utility truck in the street, which
is being blocked by two police vehicles and a black SUV. EHS employees throw unattended
tents into the garbage truck. EHS laborers push a motorized wheelchair across the road to load
onto the service truck to take to the storage facility at 1449 Galapago St., more than a mile
away. The storage service offered by the city is advertised as free and accessible “without fear
of arrest,” but the facility’s hours to claim stored possessions are M/T/W/F 6:00 am - 8:30 am

and 12:00pm - 6:00 pm on Thursdays. The first possible opportunity the wheelchair's owner
would have to retrieve their mobility device would be more than 24 hours later, at noon the
following day.
Three days after the sweep, the first COVID fatality was recorded in the state of Colorado.

HOW MUCH DID IT COST?
Hard Costs: $1,861:
The department of transportation hired EHS (Wheatridge, CO) to provide:
A hazardous Materials Foreman, technician, laborer, a small service truck, a large service truck,
supplies including gloves, bags, masks, an off-duty police officer to provide security, and
administrative fees associated with scheduling.
Soft Costs: ~$793
● Garbage truck and sanitation workers (2 workers: $313.74)
● Police officers present (after 8:30 am) (3 officers: $478.83)
● 1 DPD SUV, 1 DPD sedan, 1 white SUV (city), 1 black SUV - all blocking roadway
● ~3 additional city employees
● City-contracted storage (operated by EHS personnel)
● Police tape
● Additional DOTI personnel time

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $2,654
Aftermath
This was the second forced displacement of residents of an encampment at 22nd and Stout -which is located near several unhoused service providers -- in 2020. That specific intersection
would be the site of 4 more evictions during the year. This was also the last traumatic
displacement the city performed before Colorado’s first recorded COVID-19 fatality on March
13th, 2020.
The impact of COVID-19 on the city’s approach to homelessness was significant, with shelters
adjusting bed placement to accommodate social distancing, which resulted in 56% fewer
available shelter beds. The city temporarily paused traumatic displacements, scrambling to
open new auxiliary shelters at the National Western complex and the Denver Coliseum, as well
as offering temporary motel rooms for those with Covid or those most vulnerable to the virus.
The same day that the city started performing encampment evictions again -- April 30 -- the
media reported a COVID-19 outbreak at the National Western complex shelter. Contrary to CDC
guidance to leave encampments in place and provide them with sanitation services, the city
continued evictions of the unhoused throughout 2020, even as testing showed that the
prevalence rate of COVID-19 among Denverites living in encampments was less than half the
prevalence rate in the city’s shelters.

July 29, 2020 - Liberty Park
Duration Estimation: 6am-4pm - Peak Time: 10am

Background
By the end of July 2020, around 150 tents and 200 unhoused people had gathered just west of
the Colorado State Capitol to make a home in what is known as Lincoln Park, Veteran’s Park,
Civic Center Park, or Liberty Park at 14th & Broadway. The COVID-19 pandemic had worsened
through the summer, exacerbating Denver’s housing crisis and increasing the risk of illness and
death for unhoused people. On July 29th, 9news reported a cumulative 45,796 cases of
COVID-19 in Denver, up from 45,315 the day prior and accompanied by an uptick in
hospitalizations.
At 7:13am on July 29th, a live video from a local advocate shows a line of law enforcement
officers present to evict hundreds of people from their tents in Lincoln Park, many who had been
living there for two or three months. The Denver Department of Public Health and Environment
(DDPHE) used an emergency health order to justify this mass displacement, citing “public and
environmental health risk due to ongoing unsafe and unhealthy conditions.” An order signed
July 24th by Denver Department of Safety Director Murphy Robinson gave Colorado State
Patrol troopers the authority to enforce city ordinances on state property, resulting in the nearly
100 state troopers counted at the site.
DDPHE proceeded with this sweep, despite the CDC’s strong recommendation that cities avoid
breaking up encampments during the pandemic unless there is a safe place for those living on
the streets to go. Mayor Hancock claimed that there were beds available for everyone who
wanted one, yet the National Western emergency shelter was slated to close in just over two
weeks' time, with the only other emergency shelter being limited to women. As of July 28th,
there were 582 guests at the National Western Complex and 191 guests at the Denver
Coliseum. This cannot be described as a safe place during an airborne pandemic. Meanwhile,
only two of 118 people tested for COVID-19 at Lincoln Park came up positive. Forcing people
into crowded shelters during a pandemic increases risk to both the broader public and to the
unhoused people being displaced.
Encampment residents were not provided any specific date or written notification prior to the
displacement and some said they “woke up to a garbage truck in shock.” In the days leading up
to the sweep, city workers visited Lincoln Park, attempting to move campers to shelters and
provide the vague warning of an upcoming sweep.
Even those providing services to encampment residents were not given notice of this
displacement. Carl Clark, president and chief executive officer of the Mental Health Center of
Denver, told Denverite that one of his outreach workers, “was surprised to find she was in the
middle of Wednesday’s clean-up.” The worker was able to call in four additional colleagues to

provide extra support, but Clark emphasized, “They could have done more if they had warning
and more time.”
Once the sweep was under way, fencing and law enforcement prevented encampment
residents from retrieving and moving their belongings. At 11:30am, police closed the last
opening into the park. When protestors asked for two additional hours for people to pack up and
attempted to maintain a pathway for people to access their belongings, officers responded with
physical force, ultimately resulting in DPS Director Tay Anderson being hospitalized with a
concussion. Officers used force against a 13-year-old DPS student, her mother, clergywomen
and others, as described in this press conference.
Service providers like Colorado Coalition for the Homeless spoke against these traumatic
displacements, demanding that city resources instead be used on real solutions for unhoused
people. On the other hand, Governor Jared Polis called this traumatic displacement a “relief”,
highlighting the deep disconnect between our elected officials and the communities they serve.

How Much Did It Cost?
Hard Costs: $1,946
The city spent $1,946 with Environmental Hazmat Services, Inc. the day of the displacement.
These charges include two technicians, one supervisor/specialist, one security guard (an
off-duty Denver police officer), two service trucks, and miscellaneous protective gear.
A significant amount of equipment and city vehicles were contracted for this sweep, but we have
been unable to access invoices for these, including a DOTI bobcat, a DOTI garbage truck, 2
dumpsters, HALO cameras, six (6) other city vehicles, and at least 4 police cruisers.
DDPHE also spent an unknown amount on the substantial a
 mount of fencing used to block
protestors, advocates, and campers from returning to gather their belongings. We have
requested CORA’s for this invoice, though we don’t know which department was responsible for
payment. We are still waiting for a response from the Denver Department of Public Health &
Environment. This further highlights the need for the city to track costs associated with sweeps,
as there are many departments involved and various city budget accounts impacted. Invoices
for similar fencing rentals and purchases at these sweeps range from $5,000 - $37,000 on the
high end.
Soft Costs: $31,759
●
●
●
●
●

Denver Department of Public Health and Environment officials: (3 workers: $1,186)
Mental Health Center of Denver (5 workers: $1,184)
Denver City Employees with Solid Waste Management DOTI (7 workers: $1,977)
Parks and Recreation (3 rangers: $715)
Colorado State Patrol and Denver Police Department (~50 state troopers: $23,506 and
~10 police officers: $3,192 // Total = $26,698)
○ State trooper confirmed state patrol arrived at 6am

○
○

DPD officers were at the park for a shorter time period
These counts are conservative; there may have been additional law enforcement
on site that day.

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $33,705
Cost to Encampment Residents
According to Denver Homeless Out Loud, who brought a lawsuit against the city with unhoused
plaintiffs affected by this sweep, many tents and valuables were lost. In some cases, residents
watched their belongings being thrown away from outside the fence, as they were prohibited
from re-entering the park.
Unknowns
Arrow Stage Lines Charter buses were offered on July 28th and 29th, but only one person was
transported to a shelter. Though we received no invoices for these costs, and it remains unclear
which department paid for this service, the estimate from Arrow Stage Lines is $800 per day.
The City of Denver also incurred an unknown amount of legal costs battling the lawsuit brought
by Denver Homeless Out Loud defending the rights of unhoused people in Denver violated
during this sweep. Colorado State Patrol remained guarding the site of the encampment day
and night, adding an unknown amount of money spent on officer wages. To this day, the park
remains fenced off and closed to the public.

AFTERMATH
Four trailers of storage were provided for encampment residents, but others returned to the park
to find their home gone with no notice. People living at Lincoln Park lost medication,
irreplaceable memorabilia, and their protection from the elements due to this displacement.
One person took the city-provided bus to the National Western shelter (scheduled to be closed
mid-August). Outreach workers connected 5 more people with rooms in MHCD facilities and
bought a bus ticket for one other person to stay with relatives. Overall, that totals roughly 7 out
of 200 individuals at the encampment who were connected to some form of shelter as a result of
this sweep. However, these shelter options are short-term and not always safe. One resident of
the Lincoln Park camp contracted COVID-19 after being pushed into a congregate shelter
following the displacement.
2 arrests were made for obstructing government operations. One person, a caseworker from
Urban Peak and a known community leader, was forcefully detained by 5 officers.
This was the second time in 2020 that the city dedicated its resources to pushing unhoused
people out of Lincoln Park; the year’s first displacement was executed on January 15th. In the
absence of other safe options, many people had no choice but to move once again. Some

moved on to another large camp in Capitol Hill, around Morey Middle School, which would be
swept just one week later.

August 5, 2020 - Morey Middle School
Duration Estimate: 5:30am-2pm / Peak Time: 11am

BACKGROUND
The encampment around Morey Middle School grew over the course of several months as
people lost their housing and were displaced from other areas of the city. By July, more than
100 people lived there.
During a July 8th town hall, city officials said they "hoped campers would be elsewhere" by
August 17th, the day classes were set to resume. According to a survey by Denver Homeless
Out Loud, most residents of the encampment planned to move on by that date, but Morey
Principal Hillary Niebauer said that staff members would be returning on July 20th. Dreyer
responded that date was "a little bit sooner than any of us were aware of. It gives us a new
sense of urgency."
Despite their imminent eviction, the unhoused community remained at Morey through July 20th,
and the date for in-person registration -- August 6 -- was quickly approaching. After the
contentious forced displacement at Lincoln Park on July 29th, Mayor Hancock kept any public
plans to evict Morey encampment residents quiet, blaming a Denver City Council member who
might alert the community.
In a July 31st email, Niebauer recounted a call she had with Dreyer earlier that same day: "Evan
said he would love for the camps [to] be closed & gone by Thursday [August 6], but they may
not get there. His call to me was to prepare me for the fact that the camps will likely be left on
Morey's grounds after they promised they'd move by August 1st."
City outreach workers visited the encampment on August 3rd, and many residents subsequently
left to avoid the trauma of a rumored eviction.
On August 5th, just seven days after the Lincoln Park event, the forced displacement of the
remaining 30 Morey residents started before 6:00am. Anticipating protests, the city taped off the
perimeter of an entire city block, 13th/14th-Clarkson/Emerson, preventing community members
from helping residents pack their belongings. Tensions culminated with a sit-in protest, led by
Denver school board member Tay Anderson, which was met with 37 DPD officers, some in riot
gear, armed with zip ties and a shocking variety of lethal and non-lethal weapons.

The city likely chose to target Morey under an order from the Department of Public Health and
Environment in order to circumvent the seven days' notice normally required:
"A spokeswoman for the public safety department said officials had not yet decided whether the
Morey encampment would be targeted under the city’s ban on urban camping or because of
health concerns." - D
 enverite, 7/29/2020

HOW MUCH DID IT COST?
Hard Costs: $3,240
The city spent $3,239.74 with Environmental Hazmat Services, Inc., to perform the
displacement. These charges include two technicians, one supervisor/specialist, one security
guard (an off-duty Denver police officer), two service trucks, and miscellaneous protective gear.

Soft Costs: $9,597
City workers from multiple agencies were present at the sweep at Morey:
● Denver Office of Transportation and Infrastructure (7 workers: $1,757)
● Parks and Recreation (2 rangers (E. Hunholz + 1 other person): $548)
● Denver Police Department (9-37 officers throughout the day: $6,384)
● Denver Department of Public Health and Environment (2 workers: $703)
● The Mayor's Office (Evan Dreyer: $205)

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $12,837
Unknowns:
While we know that workers from several city agencies were present at the displacement, we
were unable to identify everyone present from CORA, photo, or video records. There were at
least 3 workers who we were unable to identify from the reviewed footage, as well as three
members of the STAR and/or outreach programs.
The displacement took place on August 5, but this was not the only time city workers interacted
with residents. On August 3, city workers, mental health care workers, and nonprofits visited the
encampment to work to connect residents with services. Additionally, on August 4, Denver Fire
Department employees did a walkthrough of the area around Morey to identify anything they
might deem a fire hazard. DOTI workers also came that day and took a few residents’
belongings to storage. Following the displacement on August 5, DOTI workers returned to
sweep the streets.

AFTERMATH

Of the more than 100 residents, one person was connected with housing, and 19 residents
affected by the pandemic were offered hotel rooms. The rest were left to search for somewhere
else to camp. Many went just blocks away, only to be forced to move along by another traumatic
displacement in the weeks ahead.

September 22, 2020 - 25th and Arapahoe
Duration Estimation: 4:30am - 11am / Peak Time: 8-9am

BACKGROUND
The encampment at 25th and Arapahoe was located on several blocks around the
University Prep Academy Elementary School. As school was starting soon at the campus,
encampment residents agreed that this location was inconvenient and planned to move
independently. Residents demanded that city officials choose between three options by
Monday, September 21st:
1. Provide housing or hotel rooms to all residents of the encampment at least through
winter while creating connections to permanent housing,
2. Open an SOS site in the area where all camp residents could immediately stay, or
3. Let former residents of the encampment exist (without sweeps or police) at any
reasonable spot they move to.
Although residents provided clear and reasonable requests in the face of a forced
eviction, the City ignored these demands and continued with the planned displacement on the
morning of September 22nd, 2020. At 4:30 AM, residents reported to Denver Homeless Out
Loud (DHOL) that city workers appeared to be putting up a fence around the area. This action
was the first of many future “sweeps” to utilize fencing. The City justified the use of fencing to
keep out “protesters”, but the fence only acted to stop community advocates from helping
people pack their things and distributing food and coffee. Additionally, the fence stopped
activists and support services like DHOL from communicating with residents. Terese Howard of
DHOL stated that the fencing acted as a “divide and conquer” strategy to break up solidarity and
community to expedite the displacement.
Some residents’ belongings were taken to storage, and residents were given claim
tickets to find their belongings. However, other belongings were trashed indiscriminately. By 11
am, the City had finished most of their work, and the fence was still up. In an email to reporter
Donna Bryson, Nancy Kuhn of the Denver Department of Transportation and Infrastructure
(DOTI) stated that workers on the scene collected 3.98 tons of trash at the sweep.
DHOL estimated that the City displaced fifty individuals from the encampment. In an email to
Evan Dreyer, Derek Woodbury, the marketing communications manager for Denver’s
Department of Housing Stability (HOST), wrote,

“Over the past several weeks, outreach teams and co-responders have been working to connect
people staying at the encampment around DPS’ University Prep School at 25th and Arapahoe
with services, shelter, and housing. Among the outcomes:
1. Clinicians assisted in connecting 6-7 individuals into mental health treatment.
2. One camper moved out of the encampment and into bridge housing.
3. One family reunification is pending.
4. All individuals were offered assistance with applying for the DHA lottery, and several
accepted the offer and accompanied outreach workers to the St. Francis Center”.

HOW MUCH DID IT COST?
Hard Costs: $37,170
The city spent $2,287 with Environmental Hazmat Services, Inc., to perform the displacement.
These charges include one hazardous materials foreman, three technicians, two service trucks,
one security guard (an off-duty Denver police officer), scheduling and administration fees, and
miscellaneous protective gear.
Additionally, the City installed fencing on this date. The city purchased 1,500 ft of fencing for
$20,400. The mobilization (site preparation) and installation of the fencing for this displacement
cost $14,483. Community members have hypothesized that the same fencing was used for later
traumatic displacements.
Soft Costs: $2,508
City workers from multiple agencies were present at the traumatic displacement:
●

●
●
●
●
●

Denver Office of Transportation and Infrastructure (4 workers day of displacement: $627)
○ DOTI was on site on September 16, 17, 18, and 21 to provide storage of
belongings ahead of time.
○ Nancy Kuhn on site
Parks and Recreation (One ranger: $130)
HOST (Outreach before the displacement)
Denver Police Department (3 DPD SUV, 2 cruisers, one officer starting at 5:30 AM; 7
additional officers during peak time: $570)
Denver Fire Department (2 workers: $591)
Bobcat, Garbage Truck

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $39,678
Cost to Encampment Residents:
As is the case with all sweeps, whatever items residents were unable to move or relocate in a
reasonable amount of time were trashed and destroyed, including tarps, unoccupied tents,
blankets, clothing, and miscellaneous possessions, from bike parts to storage containers.

Aftermath

City officials didn’t acknowledge or acquiesce to any of the residents’ demands, so the 50 or so
residents were forced to scatter across the city. Mutual aid workers helped numerous residents
move their belongings to a camp near 21st & Blake, as well as a growing camp at 25th &
Welton. Within hours of the Sept. 22 sweep, the two camps at 21st & Blake and 25th & Welton
were posted for sweeps the following week, continuing Denver’s futile, cyclical approach to this
growing crisis.

October 6, 7 & 8, 2020 - 14th Avenue and Logan
Duration Estimation: 6am-12pm / 6am-1pm / 6am-11am - Peak Times: 8-9am

Background
The forced eviction of the 14th Avenue and Logan encampment began at 5:00 am on Tuesday,
October 6th, with a vehicle detour strategy around the perimeter of the encampment designed by
Steve Markovetz, Principal Mobility Engineer with the Denver Department of Transportation and
Infrastructure (DOTI). Later, a temporary chain link fence was erected around the encampment
at a cost of several thousand dollars to the City. Operation Plans were created by the DOTI
orchestrating the participation of numerous City departments in the sweeps.
Some residents were able to move their belongings in advance and the City provided storage
services for those who requested it. However, for those who were not present for whatever
reason, videos show tents, furniture, bicycles, rugs, clothing and other personal possessions in
good condition crushed and disposed of in City garbage trucks.
Members of the media monitoring this displacement submitted questions to City departments,
primarily to Nancy Kuhn, DOTI Marketing Communication. In one statement to the media,
Denver Department of Public Health and Environment (DDPHE) is referred to as the steward of
public health for the City. However, the metrics reported at the end of the sweep call that
stewardship into question.
In an email to Nancy Kuhn, Colleen Slevin of the Associated Press asked, “Do you know how
often the city picked up trash near these encampments before the notice (of the cleanup) as a
regular service?” The City’s reply to Ms. Slevin was not an answer to her question. Instead, she
was offered: “When DOTI posts an area for an upcoming clean up (giving 7 days advance
notice) we try to go by several days – if not every weekday – before the clean up to remind
people that we’re coming, offer storage and collect trash and unwanted items.”
Somehow, despite this preemptive policy, 9.95 tons of garbage and 758 needles were collected
by the end of the day on October 6th, 3.77 tons of garbage and 87 needles were collected by the
end of the day on October 7th, and by the end of the day on October 8th, 4.65 tons of garbage

and 160 needles were gathered and disposed of by DOTI. These mountains of garbage
accumulate at every homeless encampment because it is against DOTI policy to provide regular
trash collection services. That is the truth Nancy Kuhn didn’t want Colleen Slevin to discover.
So, in the shadow of the Colorado State Capitol, under the stewardship of DDPHE and with the
approval of Mayor Michael Hancock, a seething cauldron of garbage and dangerous materials
was exacerbated by the City at this encampment where people were trying to live. The garbage
was then weaponized and became the pretense for the sweeps of October 6-8 at the
intersections of 14th Avenue and Logan, Washington and Logan Streets. With nowhere else to
go, most of the unhoused living at this encampment moved to another nearby street where they
hoped to stay until their lives were uprooted once again by the City of Denver.

HOW MUCH DID IT COST?
Hard Costs: $8,823.10
The city spent $8,823.10 with Environmental Hazmat Services, Inc., to perform the
displacement. These charges include numerous technicians, one supervisor/specialist, one
security guard (an off-duty Denver police officer), two service trucks, and miscellaneous
protective gear. Despite our CORA requests, we were unable to locate an invoice for fencing
installation and removal.
Soft Costs: $10,918
City workers from multiple agencies were present at the sweep at 14th Avenue and Logan:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Denver Department of Public Health and Environment (1 workers: $790)
Denver Office of Transportation and Infrastructure workers
Seven (7) Denver Police Officers (possibly off-duty, employed by EHSI; $5,176)
Two (2) Denver Fire Department ($2,128)
One (1) Public Health Investigator
One (1) Police Sedan
One (1) Police SUV
Five (5) City Sanitation Workers ($2,824)
Four (4) EHS Contractors
Two (2) Police Motorcycles
One (1) dump truck and one (1) Bobcat vehicle with Bulldozer attachment
Two (2) DOTI Pickup Trucks
Road Barricades

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $19,741
Cost to Encampment Residents
Witnesses noted that tents and other property belonging to numerous residents who were not
present were destroyed in the sweep. Residents received seven (7) days advance notice of the
clean ups at each location, according to advocates from Denver Homeless Out Loud.

AFTERMATH
Of the 100 people evicted during this traumatic displacement, 12 were referred into the
coordinated entry housing pipeline, and 20 were referred to case managers. However, none of
the residents were given what they actually needed -- housing -- and, without the safety of the
community they’d formed, were left to find yet another place to camp on their own.
After the displacement, the areas where residents had been camping were covered with small
boulders or entirely fenced off from the public to prevent them from returning.

Oct. 14, 2020 - 22nd and California/Stout/Champa
Duration Estimation: 6am-1pm / Peak Time: 8-9am
BACKGROUND
The encampment around 22nd and California was forcibly evicted beginning at approximately
5am, when residents awoke to the sound of fencing being dragged across concrete. This

displacement happened even as DHOL held its first day of a 4-day vigil in front of the City and
County Building to honor each of Denver’s unsheltered neighbors. Two weeks earlier, Denver
Homeless Out Loud had filed a lawsuit against the city, claiming that sweeps were not only
violating unhoused residents’ constitutional rights, but that specific City actions were also
breaching the terms of a class-action lawsuit (Lyall et al. vs Denver) from 2018.
There were about forty tents present in the evicted camp, and they had been given a 7-day notice
of the displacement. The sweep was initiated by DOTI (previously Denver Public Works) as a
coordinated multiagency cleanup; they avoided citation of the camping ban, but rather ordered
the action under DRMC 38-8612, keeping walkways clear. This information came from email
communication between Charlotte Pitt and Heather Burke, as well as a notice sent to City
Council.
Earlier in the year, the City had temporarily installed portable restrooms at 21st between
Stout and California1, but these were removed prior to the traumatic displacement. This
location had already been swept multiple times in 2020, yet camps gradually returned due
the area’s proximity to so many critical services for the unhoused, including Salvation Army
Family Services, Denver Homeless Out loud, Colorado Coalition for the Homeless and the
Stout Street Clinic all within a two-block radius.

HOW MUCH DID IT COST?
Hard Costs: $2,396.00
1

DHOL The Mayor wrote a letter to Denver State Legislators about homelessness

August 8th, 2020 post

The city contracted Environmental Hazmat Services, Inc., to perform the displacement. These
charges include one supervisor/specialist for (10.5 hrs), 2 technicians (10 hours each), one
small service trucks (10.5 hrs), one large flatbed truck/trailer (10 hrs), one security guard
(off-duty Denver police officer - 4 hrs), and miscellaneous protective gear. Josh Linn was
present from 6am-8:30am (4 hrs pay = $200 for 2.5 hrs.) Sgt Tony Martinez spent around 1 hr
scheduling, earning him roughly $83.
Soft Costs: $4,040
Fencing setup and breakdown labor + rental equipment costs of fencing
District 6 night crew to support + (Lt. Faris coordinated)
DOTI staff (3 workers: $659)
Denver Fire Department (2 workers: $827)
Additional DPD team to establish a soft perimeter (8 officers: $2,554)
Barricades and tape
Service Providers (2 MHCD staff)
Storage oversight and transportation (offered)
Post-action Site Assessment (10/15)

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $6,436
Cost to Encampment Residents
About 40 tents were present at the sweep, some of which were destroyed and discarded
because residents were not present. Countless blankets, storage containers, shopping carts,
tarps, clothes and other personal possessions were also lost to the bobcat and garbage truck.

AFTERMATH
Many residents of this and other sweeps in the downtown area sought refuge further north, away
from the city center, at camps deeper in 5 Points, including the large encampment at 29th and
Arkins. At times, “swept” residents were actually encouraged by city officials to move to the
swelling Arkins camp, as it was considered “safe”. 6 weeks later, the Arkins encampment would
be wiped off the map.

November 30/Dec. 1 - 29th & Arkins
Duration Estimation: 5am-4pm / 8am-1pm
Peak Time: 6am-9am Day 1 / 8am-10am Day 2
BACKGROUND:

The encampment at 29th & Arkins was the oldest in the city, having been in place in some form since
before 2013. Aside from occasional cleanups and temporary relocations, some long-term residents had
consistently lived there for years. During two prior sweeps of Arkins in 2020 (February and May),
residents were able to briefly shift their tents and belongings across the street, towards the Platte River or
the nearby Salvation Army, while city crews cleaned, before moving back into place. Since May, however,
Arkins swelled to more than 100 tents, and at its peak, was home to over 300 people. As the Denver
sweeps intensified throughout summer and fall, unhoused citizens were cyclically pushed further away
from city center, and Arkins became a natural backstop—the end of the line.
This time around (11/30 & 12/1), there would be no return for these residents, as signs had been posted
saying that the area was indefinitely closed.
According to DOTI’s Public Information Office, medical teams had visited the camp weekly for 60 days,
while outreach teams and mental health case workers had briefly visited 2-3 times in the weeks leading
up to the forced eviction. Despite the city’s emphasis on their diligent efforts, prior to the sweep, only two
unhoused residents were placed in a motel/hotel, one of whom was pregnant.
On November 30, the morning of the sweep, fencing started going up before 5am, but a large group (75+)
of protesters, unhoused advocates, and mutual aid workers also arrived before sunrise to stand in
solidarity with the unhoused residents who wanted to hold their ground.

More than 25 Denver police officers formed a riot line and advanced, methodically pushing the
crowd back, forcibly shoving protesters with the help of batons and nunchucks. Once the police
had pushed protesters back to their desired fence line, they deployed pepper bullets and spray
numerous times into the crowd as workers secured the four square-block cage, preventing any
further interaction or advocacy with the residents of the camp. Dozens of protesters were
pepper sprayed and four people were arrested, including three unhoused residents of Arkins
standing up for their rights. Community street medics assisted those protesters who needed
medical attention, eye-flushing, etc.
It was a cold morning, with slush and snow still on the ground, and once the sweep started, it
was slow, as residents had to walk long distances to exit the fenced-in area. Despite the large
amount of taxpayer-funded manpower on the ground, more than half the tents remained by the
end of the first day. A large spotlight post and a live-stream camera were installed in the
fenced-off area to keep the site secure overnight, along with a small DPD presence. However,
when some residents attempted to return for their property later in the day, as well as the
following morning, they were not allowed access.
There was not a single resident present inside the camp on the morning of Day 2, many having
sought shelter elsewhere through the bitterly cold night after a traumatic day. When the bobcat
and bulldozer began their work before 8AM, nothing was stored or spared. Entire tents and
makeshift homes were crushed and destroyed, driven into towering piles of possessions that
were then scooped up by a massive crane and dropped into an 18-wheeler dump truck. There
were no attempts at salvage or storage for these tons of reusable materials—furniture,
mattresses, large tents, pop-ups, tarps, bicycles, and storage containers.

The city’s motives for targeting Arkins are unclear: the adjacent private property owner had
declared their desire to use the encircled land, DOTI originally posted the notice for an
encumbrance removal on November 23, and DDPHE posted a health hazard notice on the
morning the sweep began. However, according to multiple emails from Nancy Kuhn to various
news outlets and city officials in the days/weeks leading up to the sweep, health hazards were
the driving force behind the decision to sweep and permanently displace the residents of Arkins.

HOW MUCH DID IT COST?
Hard Costs: $12,800
The city spent at least $7,535 with Environmental Hazmat Services, Inc., in conjunction with
Denver Parks and Recreation and DOTI, to execute this displacement. These hard costs
include at least 8 technicians, one supervisor/specialist, one security guard (an off-duty Denver
police officer), two service trucks, a garbage truck, a large dump truck, a bobcat, a bulldozer, a
removal crane, and miscellaneous protective gear. Additionally, the city rented 1,400 linear feet
of fencing from Yards Construction Services at a total price of $5,265.
Soft Costs: $20,202
City workers from multiple agencies were present at both days of the Arkins sweep:
Day 1
Denver Police Department (30+ officers: $12,632)
Denver Department of Public Health and Environment (2 workers: $922)
Denver Office of Transportation and Infrastructure (3-4 workers $1,153)
Parks and Recreation (Eliza Hunholtz: $681)
Parks and Recreation (1-2 rangers: $417)
Office of the Mayor (Evan Dreyer: $1,076)
Denver Fire Department (2-3 workers $1,551)
Day 2
Denver Police Department (2 officers: $456)
Denver Parks and Recreation (3 workers: $397)
Denver Parks and Recreation (Eliza Hunholz: $325.)
Denver Fire Department (2 workers: $591)

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $33,002
Cost to Encampment Residents: Inestimable
As countless pictures and videos show, while there was significant trash accumulation in and
around the camp, there was also extensive infrastructure maintained by residents that could not
be removed and was ruthlessly destroyed—entire makeshift homes, a community kitchen,
couches, coffee tables, dressers, dozens of tents and mattresses, as well as untold blankets,
sleeping bags, pillows, clothing items, bicycles, suitcases, barbecues, and storage containers.

AFTERMATH
All told, only two residents of the entire camp stored their belongings with the city, and
the city only chose to store two unattended bicycles. Countless people, including the
unhoused residents who had been arrested on Day 1, lost precious belongings in this sweep,
and were forced to make hard sacrifices about what they had to abandon, versus what they had
to carry with them to survive. Most residents scattered out into new camps across 5 Points,
some of which have been cyclically swept again in the past two months.
Six days after the sweep, the area remained littered with trash and debris. In response to this,
Headwaters Protectors, a local mutual aid and environmental advocacy group, cleaned the
remainder of the Arkins lot, removing nearly 1 ton of trash the city had left behind.
JV Denargo LLC is the real estate firm that owns the large plot of land encircled by Arkins. They held a
zoning meeting in December, exactly two weeks after the sweep, regarding development of their
long-dormant real estate for yet another luxury condo in 5 Points—a historically black neighborhood that
is now the city’s most rapidly gentrifying area.

Open Records Requests Are No Substitute for
Transparent Government
The From Allies to Abolitionists team used the Colorado Open Records Act (CORA) to seek out
the information the City and County of Denver has failed to provide: What does our city
government spend to repeatedly and traumatically displace people? We have found the CORA
process to be opaque, expensive, and wasteful. City agencies routinely failed to provide
documents within the statutory deadline and charged exorbitant fees totalling nearly $8,000.

Requests and Agency Responses
Members of From Allies to Abolitionists sent 62 CORA requests to city agencies involved in the
displacements, including the Mayor’s Office, Denver Department of Transportation and
Infrastructure (DOTI), Denver Department of Public Health and Environment (DDPHE), Denver
Parks and Recreation (DPR), Denver Public Schools (DPS), and the Denver Police Department
(DPD) (subject to the Colorado Criminal Justice Records Act rather than CORA). Because
many of these requests were combined by the agencies without requestors’ permission in an
effort to avoid the statutory mandate to provide one hour of retrieval work on each request for
free, the agencies treated these 62 requests as 39 requests, 38 under CORA and one to DPD
under CCJRA.
In order to ensure that it is a meaningful tool for public access to government records, CORA
contains a strict deadline for agencies to disclose requested documents: Three business days
or, in “extenuating circumstances” only, up to ten business days. C.R.S. § 24-72-203(3)(b). Of
the 38 CORA requests we made (as defined by the City), 10 were met with a response that no
documents meeting the request existed and 10 others were met with disclosure of three
documents or less.
Missed statutory deadlines: O
 f the remaining 18 requests, the City took longer than the
maximum 10 business days permitted by CORA in seven i nstances, and is likely to pass the
deadline in five others given where the process is at and the days already passed since a
request was made. In several cases the City took as long as twenty business
days—double the permitted time—to respond. DDPHE, DOTI, and DPR all exceeded the
ten-day period in at least one instance and the Mayor’s office appears poised to exceed it as
well. Due to these delays, our team is still awaiting information regarding many of the
displacements described herein even after having made payment. Finally, it is worth noting that
in the majority of instances where agencies did respond promptly, another requestor had likely
already asked for the documents.
Incomplete responses: Some of the responses the City did provide were plainly incomplete.
For example, one requestor asked DDPHE to search for emails related to a particular
displacement, and DDPHE’s responses suggests that the agency simply searched for the word
“sweep” and then claimed to have no emails at all to or from its staff about the displacement. In
another instance, DOTI held back 50 emails related to the August 5 displacement at Morey
Middle School based on its certification under the deliberative process privilege that sharing the
documents are “candid in nature” and disclosing them might prevent government officials from
having frank discussions in the future. In other words, the documents contain discussions likely
to be upsetting enough to members of the public that officials might hesitate to put them in
writing in the future. As City residents, these are the documents we most deserve to see to
understand the inner workings of our government when making decisions that upend the lives of
our most vulnerable neighbors.
Costs
Where an agency needs more than one hour to collect responsive documents, the City charges
$33 per hour for the amount of time the agency states it will need to complete collection—the
maximum allowed by state law. C.R.S. § 24-72-205(6). Twelve of our requests were met with
retrieval fees. In sum, City agencies quoted us nearly $8,000 to provide the documents we
requested related to traumatic displacements of unhoused individuals.

Costs of Displacement-Specific Requests

Agency

Displacement

Request For

Request
Date

Estimate
Amt.

DDPHE

7/29/20

Emails

1/11/2021

$363

$313.50

waiting

DDPHE

9/22/20

Emails

1/11/2021

$132

$132

waiting

DDPHE

8/5/20

Emails

1/14/2021

$528

No

NA

DOTI

8/5/20

Emails

1/14/2021

$231

$231

47

DPR

11/30/20

Invoices

1/15/2021

$99

$99

1

DPR

8/5/20

Emails

1/22/2021

$99

$99

waiting

DPS

8/5/20

Emails

1/22/2021

$75

$75

31

DDPHE

10/6/20

Emails

1/25/2021

$462

No

NA

DPR

11/30/20

Emails

1/25/2021

$132

No

NA

Mayor's Ofc

8/5/20

Emails

1/29/2021

$66

$66

waiting

# of Docs2

Paid?

Costs of Comprehensive Requests
Agency
DOTI
DPD
Totals:

2

Displacement Date

Request
For

April-Nov
2020
April-Nov
2020

Emails and
invoices
Schedules
and emails

Request
Date

Estimate
Amt.

Paid?

# of Docs

12/10/2020

$1,254

$132

171

12/17/2020

$4,521

No

NA

$7,962.00

$1,147.50

These charts do not include documents obtained from requests that were met within an hour and did
not lead to expenses. In our cost-per-document estimate, we included all documents including those
released without fees.

Our team ultimately paid $1,147.50 to obtain documents, many of which have still not been
provided. In one case, an agency took four hours—leading to a $99 fee—to locate a single
document. M
 oreover, these costs were often absurdly difficult to pay, as several agencies only
take personal checks rather than electronic payment and refused to fill requests before payment
was received, leading to additional delays for mailing of payment.

Conclusion
To date, the research team has received less than 500 documents, representing a cost of $2.30
per document. To improve transparency and public access to information, we specifically ask
that the Denver City & County government:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Audit the full costs of the displacements conducted by the City itself
Track displacement costs by all City departments going forward
Reform the City’s open records processes
Publish all department budget items and invoices to Denver Open Data
Offer more assistance in determining a targeted CORA document's label and location
Provide a mechanism for citizens to determine where department money is being spent
without a CORA request
Set CORA fees at less than the statutory maximum permitted by law.

Our experience highlights the imperative need for these measures. We are happy to share the
documents we collected with the public, media, and other advocates; please contact
fromalliestoabolitionists@gmail.com.
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